Background Temporal information detection systems have been developed by the Mayo Clinic for the 2012 i2b2 Natural Language Processing Challenge. Objective To construct automated systems for EVENT/ TIMEX3 extraction and temporal link (TLINK) identification from clinical text. Materials and methods The i2b2 organizers provided 190 annotated discharge summaries as the training set and 120 discharge summaries as the test set. Our Event system used a conditional random field classifier with a variety of features including lexical information, natural language elements, and medical ontology. The TIMEX3 system employed a rule-based method using regular expression pattern match and systematic reasoning to determine normalized values. The TLINK system employed both rule-based reasoning and machine learning. All three systems were built in an Apache Unstructured Information Management Architecture framework. Results Our TIMEX3 system performed the best (F-measure of 0.900, value accuracy 0.731) among the challenge teams. The Event system produced an F-measure of 0.870, and the TLINK system an F-measure of 0.537. Conclusions Our TIMEX3 system demonstrated good capability of regular expression rules to extract and normalize time information. Event and TLINK machine learning systems required well-defined feature sets to perform well. We could also leverage expert knowledge as part of the machine learning features to further improve TLINK identification performance.
INTRODUCTION
Temporal resolution for events and time expressions in clinical notes is crucial for an accurate summary of patient history, better medical treatment, and further clinical study. Discovery of a temporal relation starts with extracting medical events and time information and aims at building a temporal link (TLINK) between events or between events and time expressions. Clinical practice and research would benefit greatly from temporal expression and relation detection. Therefore, temporal expression and relation discovery in clinical natural language processing (NLP) are timely and inevitable to improve clinical text mining. This year's i2b2 challenge had three tracks: (1) EVENT/TIMEX3 extraction; (2) End-to-End track -that is, fully automatic EVENT/TIMEX3 extraction and TLINK identification; and (3) TLINK identification. In i2b2, the definitions for EVENT, TIMEX3, and TLINK are as follows:
EVENT is defined as anything that is relevant to the patient's clinical timeline. Events include clinical concepts, such as laboratory tests, medical problems, administered or proposed treatments, diagnoses, patient's complaints, and other concepts. Events also have attributes of type polarity and modality. There are six types of events: test, problem, treatment, clinical_dept, evidential, and occurrence. The first three are categories of clinical concepts (e.g., test: "CT scan", problem: "headache", treatment is medications and procedures: "Aspirin" "extubated"). The clinical_dept is to mark the clinical units (e.g., "intensive care unit" "operating room"). The evidential describes information source (e.g., words in " " in the followings: CT "shows", the patient "complained"). The events that do not belong to any of five types above are marked as an occurrence. Polarity refers to whether the event was negated or not. Modality describes whether an event actually occurred or not.
TIMEX3 is phrases that contain time information, specifically date, time, duration, and frequency and has three attributes: type (i.e., date, time, duration, frequency), val (value of the normalized TIMEX3), and mod (i.e., na, approx, more, less, start, end, middle). They follow TIMEX3 tags that are part of the TimeML markup language for temporal and event expression in natural language. 1 TLINK is categorized as three types: before, after and overlap. The anchor relation is an Event-Time TLINK and the order relation is an Event-Event TLINK. The i2b2 annotation includes an attribute explicit-i.e., whether TLINK is explicitly determined or not.
The following example shows how to annotate all three categories in the End-to-End track:
"He had chest pain on Feb-13-2012." EVENT: chest pain (type=problem) TIMEX3: Feb-13-2012 (type=date) TLINK: "chest pain" overlaps with "Feb- 13-2012" We participated in all three tracks. Here, we report our systems and their performance evaluations. All systems were built in Apache Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMA) framework (http://incubator.apache.org/uima/) that provides effective management of annotation workflow and easy interface to use existing resources and add new components.
BACKGROUND
A comprehensive temporal information discovery in clinical text requires medical event extraction, time information, and temporal relation identification. The medical event extraction task was tackled in the 2010 i2b2 clinical NLP challenge.
2 This year's event extraction task, however, includes a broader range of medical concepts and all concepts relevant to the patient's clinical timeline.
Our event extraction system is based on our previous system in the i2b2 2010 challenge. It uses a conditional random field (CRF) model with a variety of features, including lexical information, natural language components (ie, part of speech, etc), morphological structure, and medical ontology. 3 Temporal expression extraction is the first step to resolve temporal relations for any advanced natural language applications, such as text summarization, machine translation, and question answering. Several systems are available for extracting temporal expression. GUTime developed by Georgetown University is an extension of the TempEx tagger, 4 which is a temporal tagger based on Perl regular expression. GUTime is now available as part of the TARSQI toolkit. 5 HeidelTime 6 is a rule-based system that is built in a UIMA framework and performed best for SemEval-2 (http://semeval2.fbk.eu/). 7 SUTime 8 is also a rulebased system using regular expression and is implemented as one of the annotators in the Stanford CoreNLP pipeline.
In this challenge, we developed MayoTime that adapts the framework of HeidelTime. In MayoTime, we employed icTAKES (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ohnlp/files/icTAKES/) to use basic NLP components rather than using HeidelTime's default one-DKPro Core (http://code.google.com/p/dkpro-core-asl/). icTAKES is an integrated version of cTAKES 9 that allows end users to take full advantage of the original cTAKES as well as use the clinical NLP pipeline in more standard project package structure with a simplified installation process. The major functionalities of icTAKES include basic NLP components (eg, sentence parsing, tokenization, term normalization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, chunking), negation detection, uncertainty resolution, section tagging, clinical concept recognition, drug sideeffect identification, 10 patient's smoking status classification, 11 etc. MayoTime also used adjusted SecTag (http://code.google. com/p/sectag/) in icTAKES to obtain section information. HeidelTime rules, types, and attribute definitions were updated and expanded in MayoTime to cope with the i2b2 definitions. Similar to the general domain, the task of finding temporal relations between medical events in a clinical note is about finding whether an event is before, after, or overlaps with another event. This process is usually called TLINK detection. Previous studies 12 have explored diverse knowledge sources and linguistic information in inferring TLINK among events, including temporal adverbials, tense, aspects, [13] [14] [15] rhetorical relations, 16 pragmatic conventions, 17 and background knowledge. 18 Mani et al 19 employed machine learning models to detect TLINK. Specifically, they trained a MaxEnt model with features such as event class, aspect, modality, tense, and negation as well as event string (a preposition/adverb) and contextual features.
In this TLINK challenge, we used both rules and a combination of rules and machine learning. Most i2b2 discharge summaries consist of two major sections besides admission and discharge headers such as history of present illness and hospital course. The section information can be a strong clue to the order of the two events. For example, laboratory tests are generally performed before diagnosis. Such knowledge can be encoded as simple rules. However, the rules are not accurate in all situations. A machine learning model, when trained well with a variety of features including rules, may improve the performance over a rule-based system. Hence, we used rule-based features in combination with features described by Mani et al 19 to train our TLINK model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Data
The training set consists of de-identified 190 discharge summaries from Partners Healthcare and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, and has been manually annotated for Events, TIMEX3s, and TLINKs. TLINKs are annotated in all possible pairs. The test set includes 120 discharge summaries from the same sources. For the EVENT/TIMEX3 and End-to-End tracks, the test data are raw text and for the TLINK track, pre-annotated events and TIMEX3s were provided by the organizers.
EVENT extraction
We used icTAKES, which has combined MedTagger 20 21 and cTAKES, 22 for extracting features, and trained CRF models using MALLET 23 for each of the six event types. Features used to train CRF models include raw tokens, MedLex normalized form, 24 Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) preferred concept unique identifier string, UMLS semantic type, synonyms, character classes in token, part of speech, negation, prefix (first three characters), and suffix (last three characters). Our MedTagger pipeline consisted of a series of annotators. First, the tokens were syntactically normalized and matched with the MedLex dictionary, which is derived from the UMLS and Mayo clinical notes, to identify the concepts and their semantic type. The next step was to annotate POS tags and classification of the tokens into character classes based on whether they contained alphabet letters, capitalizations, numbers, or Greek numerals. Finally, MedTagger detected polarity using the YTex NegEx algorithm 25 and produced the default modality (FACTUAL) for all events. A window of two tokens to the left and one token to the right was used to aggregate features for each token (figure 1). MALLET was used with a default setting to train the firstorder CRF models on the training datasets. We trained separate CRF models for each of the event types. The models for problems, tests, and treatment were trained on a combination of the i2b2 2010 training and test corpora and the i2b2 2012 training corpus. The models for the other events were trained on the i2b2 2012 training corpus (figure 2).
TIMEX3 extraction
The i2b2 TIMEX3 has three main attributes (see table 1A for examples): type (date, time, duration, frequency), val (normalized form of TIMEX3), and mod (na, approx, more, less, start, end, middle).
For TIMEX3 annotation we developed MayoTime that was adapted from publicly available HeidelTime. 6 MayoTime finds TIMEX3 through an externalized pattern matching rules based on regular expression, which provides an easy interface for users to customize the system. MayoTime also used adjusted SecTag to obtain section information, which is crucial to infer relative time information-for example, 'day of admission/discharge' 'hospital day' 'this/that time', etc.
The HeidelTime has different types and attribute categories from those of i2b2. In MayoTime, we adjusted them according to the i2b2 definitions as follows: (1) map the type 'set' in HeidelTime to 'frequency' in i2b2; (2) adjust 'value' definitions to be the same as for i2b2 (eg, 'once a day': P1D in HeidelTime to RP1D in i2b2); (3) map different 'mode' expressions to the i2b2 standard (eg, 'more than' in HeidelTime to 'more' in i2b2).
Following this process, we derived a set of TIMEX3 patterns and rules accordingly to the i2b2 TIMEX3 definitions. Our basic principles for each type of extraction are described as follows:
Date: It is the most dominant TIMEX3 type in i2b2. There are basically two categories for date description-explicit (eg, 09/29/1993, 2015-11-13, etc.) and relative (eg, 'the day of admission' 'hospital day three' 'this time', etc). Most date information is explicit but there are some relative date expressions. MayoTime catches explicit date expressions directly through rules and regular expressions. The relative dates are set by referring to the anchor date and computing the elapsed date, if necessary. For example:
"The day of admission/discharge": refers to the admission/discharge date in the beginning of the discharge summaries.
"Postoperative day one", "hospital day three", "day of life two": anchors to the admission date and adds the elapsed number of days. To correctly find the postoperative date the actual operation date should be used. However, in our system we used admission date as an anchor date to simplify the process unless we saw specific evidence (see details at the end of this section).
"The day" "this/that time": the 'gold standard' annotations are not consistent to annotate these cases-that is, some mentions are annotated but some are not. The principle we used is that: (1) if the previous date is in the same section, the system uses it; (2) if the previous date is in a different section, the system uses the admission or discharge date depending on the section information-that is, if a given date is in the "history of present illness" section, the system uses admission date; if a given date is in the "hospital course" section, the system uses discharge date.
We also performed the post-processing to remove frequent false-positive cases, such as incorrect month information 'fall', 'may', etc.
Frequency: Most frequency expressions come with indication words (eg, 'each' 'every' 'x' 'times') or Latin abbreviations (eg, b.i.d., p.r.n., q6h, q day, etc). We compiled a set of indication words. The i2b2 frequency values may consist of the number of repeats and the interval (ie, We noticed that the operation date can be inconsistently treated as either postoperation day (POD) 0 or POD 1 in different notes. We used a heuristic to determine how the operation date is recorded in a specific note. For example, if the patient is discharged on POD 7 and we know the discharge date, then it is clear how the operation date is recorded.
There are about 300 rules in MayoTime TIMEX3 extraction. The detailed rules are categorized and described with examples in table 1B.
TLINK identification
The TLINK detection consists of two main tasks. The first is to link events and/or time expressions based on rules and the second task is to assign a TLINK type, either by rules or the combination of rules and machine learning technique.
Rule-based framework
The annotations for TLINK events include relations within a single sentence/clause and beyond. As a preliminary investigation, we designed a rule-based system for extracting TLINK relations and classifying the relation between them as BEFORE, OVERLAP, and AFTER. The rules for extraction and classification of TLINK events are centered on two broad principles.
TLINK extraction within a single sentence
We outlined some of the rules that extract TLINK events in a single sentence, which were designed after manually examining the annotations in the training corpus. These rules operate within clausal/sentence boundaries to achieve high precision. We also show an example sentence that matches each of the rules. Figure 2 Training sets for conditional random field models for the event types.
EVENT1 WORD{0,2} (and|as well as|which is|that is|for) WORD{0,2} EVENT2 => OVERLAP (EVENT1, EVENT2) Eg) "He was also started on intravenous Ticarcillin for possible gram negative pneumonia" EVENT WORD{0,2}(on|within) D{0,2} TIMEX" => OVERLAP (EVENT, TIMEX) Eg) "He was diuresed with intravenous Lasix to which he responded with at least a 2L urine output on the first day" EVENT1 VERB(PAST) EVENT2 => BEFORE (EVENT1, EVENT2) Eg) "Coronary angiography revealed occlusion of the right coronary artery proximally with insignificant plaquing in the left anterior descending artery and circumflex arteries." EVENT1 WORD* after WORD{0,3} EVENT2 => AFTER (EVENT1, EVENT2) Eg) "It appears from the Discharge summary that the patient was placed on Unasyn 3 grams intravenously every six hours after his ERCP."
TLINK extraction beyond a single sentence
We also implemented rules to relate and classify events and time expressions, which occur beyond sentence boundaries. These rules are based on either knowledge derived from the inherent structure of the clinical note or on sound linguistic discourse principles such as co-reference. These rules significantly improve the recall of the system. We briefly discuss some of the rules below:
A. If TIMEX3s occur within hospital course section then they are automatically classified as BEFORE to discharge date.
B. If TIMEX3s occur within admission section, then they are automatically classified as BEFORE to admission date unless the sentence refers to the admission process (such as presents with pneumonia). C. If two events co-refer as determined by the lexical match and semantic match sieves, 26 they are considered as OVERLAP. D. Between two TIMEX3s, we used the measure of absolute difference between them (when available) in order to designate the TLINK as OVERLAP, BEFORE, or AFTER.
Machine learning framework
In the machine learning framework, we used a supervised model that requires potential TLINK pairs as an input and produces TLINK labels. In the i2b2 definition, TLINK is a time relation (ie, before, after, overlap) between 'any' combination of pairs from Event and TIMEX3. This leads to a lot of potential TLINK pairs; however, there exist a large number of negative pairs (ie, pairs without any TLINK) that outnumber TLINK pairs. Thus, it is impractical to train a machine learner on all the potential pairs. Also, the imbalanced class distribution due to the preponderance of negative pairs would degrade the classification performance. To avoid this problem, we used a simple approach to select potential TLINK pairs: (1) pairs from our previous rules (in Rule-based framework); (2) any possible pairs within the same sentence. The union of (1) and (2) will be our potential pairs. These potential pairs were used in both the training and test phases. We use three sources for feature generation. First, rule-based TLINK labels determined by the rules from rule-based framework section. Second, attributes extracted from the Clinical Narrative Temporal Relation Ontology (CNTRO) 27 28 -that is, concept definitions about time (eg, temporal instant, temporal interval) and relations between the time concepts (eg, prior to, before, earlier, after, until, subsequent, overlap, during, etc). CNTRO, as domain ontologies, have been used in information technology for providing semantic definitions of a particular domain, which enable automated agents to perform queries intelligently and infer new knowledge. Third, features listed in the following were also found to be discriminative for detecting temporal relations. Section headings are important clues for TLINK. For example, most events in the history section occur before admission, and events in the hospital course occur after admission and before discharge. Normalized time stamps make temporal expressions more consistent. POS can help distinguish events of different types.
Building a machine learning TLINK detection system Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the TLINK detection system. It is composed of the collection reader, analysis engines, and Common Analysis System (CAS) consumers. The collection reader is designed to read data. The aggregate rule generator generates diverse rules and relevant annotations. All previous annotations are saved in UIMA CAS, allowing feature extractions to be accomplished online also. We employed MALLET pipe data structure to pass and deliver feature vectors. We evaluated several machine learning models (such as MaxEnt, NaïveBayes, etc) during the training phase, and decided to use LibSVM as it produced the best results. In LibSVM, C=31 and g=0.0925 were found to be the optimal parameter settings, obtained by running a cross-validation grid search. To reduce the bias leaning towards features with larger numbers, feature values were normalized between −1 and 1. Table 2 summarizes the results of the evaluation on the test dataset. We note that the recall of the system was far lower than the precision. It may be possible to further improve the F-measure by optimizing the recall-precision trade-off.
RESULTS EVENT

TIMEX3
The most dominant type of TIMEX3 is 'date.' In the training set, date covers about 73% of the whole TIMEX3 expression, followed by duration (16%), frequency (8%), and time (3%). We implemented three runs; run 1 used the comprehensive rule sets with exact matching, run 2 used the comprehensive rule sets allowing lower-case pattern matching, and run 3 used compacted rule sets for date allowing lower-case pattern matchingthat is, excluded two-digit month and year information (ie, mm/ yy, mm-yy), season information (eg, summer, winter), day information (eg, earlier yesterday, Monday), and approximate year information (eg, mid-1990s, early 1990s). Table 3 shows the evaluation performance of all runs on the test set. All three runs produced similar F-measures but run 2 had a slightly higher F-measure wing to higher recall. The accuracy scores for all runs were similar.
TLINK
We report the runs for the hybrid and the rule-based system in table 4.
DISCUSSION
Events used in this i2b2 temporal resolution challenge were broader than conventional event definitions in the 2010 i2b2 medical concept definition. 2 In this study, Events can be any verb or adjective/adverb phrases that are relevant to the patient's clinical timeline (eg, reports, follow-up, awake, very well). In order to capture conventional events (ie, clinical concepts) and other types of events, well-defined expert knowledge and ontologies might be useful features in a machine learning model Figure 3 The workflow of Unstructured Information Management Architecture-based TLINK detector. CAS, Common Analysis System; LVG, lexical variant generation; POS, part of speech; SVM, support vector machines.
to further improve performance. We experimented with a variety of features to improve the performance of the system. Lexical features, semantic types, and POS tags, were useful as compared with other features. We did not use post-processing rules to refine the system output, which might have further improved performance. Also, there was a considerable room to optimize for the F-measure by improving recall-precision tradeoff, since the recall was far lower than the precision.
MayoTime produced the best performance in i2b2 challenge teams and was able to find most TIMEX3. We believe that manually curated comprehensive rules to cover most TIMEX3 expressions, heuristic rules to catch relative date and time, and the systematic value normalization process produce this high performance. The explicit time expressions were easy to find, but relative time expressions, which require inference or reasoning, were often difficult to catch. Inconsistency of relative time annotation in the gold standard makes the problem even more difficult. For example, about half of the date expressions 'this/that time' were annotated in the gold standard but the rest were not. Some frequency TIMEX3 annotations require more reasoning to obtain the value attribute correctly. For example, 'p.o. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday (val=RP48h)' '2 puffs q6h (val=R2P6H).' Our current system does not consider those cases.
The hybrid TLINK system outperformed the rule-based one by 8% in F-measure. The hybrid approach produced balanced precision and recall while the rule-based system produced comparatively high precision but low recall. The rule-based approach identifies specific sets of TLINK pairs, leading to higher precision but much lower recall than the hybrid approach. It was observed that temporal features including CNTRO attributes and section information improved the performance by about 10%. However, added coreference resolution did not show significant improvement, perhaps owing to the prevalence of false-positive coreferences links. POS and tense features also did not contribute much to performance enhancement.
A few observations have been noticed for future improvements. TLINKs generated by the system can be expanded. For example, if the system generates 'A before B' and 'B before C,' then we can add 'A is before C.' It may be helpful to use intrasentence TLINK types as features of inter-sentence TLINK. Finally, assigning different weights to the rule-based features in machine learning training might improve the precision.
CONCLUSION
A comprehensive temporal information extraction and classification system was designed and tested in the i2b2 2012 NLP challenge. A rule-based approach could be effectively applied to extract time expression patterns. The machine learning approach was attempted for Events and TLINK tasks, as these annotations require a variety of factors. We could also take advantage of knowledge engineering into a machine learning part, such as simple TLINK rules as part of machine learning features. We plan to release MayoTime, our TIMEX3 system, as an open source. 
